
Old Oak Neighbourhood Forum and Grand 
Union Alliance

Tuesday April 4th 2023

On Zoom



Agenda for this session
1. Reflections on OPDC PlaceLab sessions and future SPD for Old 

Oak West

2. Impact of Government announcements on HS2 

3. London Assembly Plenary session March 16th

4. OPDC’s £50m Land Fund – Channel Gate and forthcoming site 
acquisitions?

5. Impact of Mayor’s requirement for 2nd staircases above 30m

6. 5-7 Park Royal Road

7. Cloister Corner

8. AOB



Item 1



Item 1(2)



The PlaceLab sessions  

‘Déjà vu from 2016’ or useful fresh ideas?  A bit of both?

What will be the outcome?  An ‘ideas book’ and a series of wall 
charts?

Some recognition that ‘meanwhile’ projects could be for 2/5/10 
years given the timelines for HS2.

Should we be campaigning for a couple of key projects which 
would make a real difference by 2026?  Arts/culture, 
entertainment, green space, somewhere for families with 
children to meet, ‘safe space’?

The outcome of sessions cannot change the Local Plan proposals 
for Old Oak West.  A SPD can only add ‘policy guidance’. 

Item 1.3 



Government announcements on HS2

Statement by Mark Harper, SoS for Transport 9th March 2023

The Government is prioritising HS2’s initial services between Old 
Oak Common in London and Birmingham Curzon Street to 
provide delivery of passenger benefits as soon as possible.

We remain committed to delivering HS2 services to Euston, and 
will address affordability pressures to ensure the overall spending 
profile is manageable. We will therefore take the time to ensure 
we have an affordable and deliverable station design

Item 2



Media comment

Euston faces a “decade of delay” before the arrival of HS2 high 
speed trains because of the Government’s disastrous decision to 
switch station designs, a rail expert has warned (Evening 
Standard).

Gareth Dennis, an engineer and commentator, said billions had 
been wasted because Ministers accepted the recommendation of 
the Oakervee review in 2020 to switch from an 11-platform two-
phase design of the new HS2 station at Euston to a 10-platform 
design to be completed in one phase.

HS2 trains are now not due to arrive at Euston until 2041.

Item 2.1



Media comment (2)

Delays linking up HS2 and Euston will mean extra costs and 
potentially even higher spending, the National Audit Office has 
warned ministers.

A near 50-page report, looking specifically at the Euston element 
of the much delayed high-speed line, concluded that a “reset” in 
2020 had “not succeeded”.

The Prime Minister insisted that HS2 would ultimately terminate 
at Euston, amid questions about the fate of the multi-billion 
infrastructure project (Rishi Sunak in late March) 

Item 2.2

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/hs2
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/euston
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/national-audit-office


Item 3 London Assembly Plenary 16th March
Liz Peace and David Lunts questioned by Assembly Members:
LP and DL explained they met the Mayor only once in 2022.  Led to 
him agreeing to the £50m Land Fund – ‘a commitment to OPDC’.
10 year housing target of 13,750 homes. 25,000 long term.
Liz Peace ‘I have always felt we have bent over backwards to involve 
all elements of the local community’
Liz Peace ‘The problem is that with consultation you sometimes get in 
response people who do not like what you are doing or will never 
agree with what you are doing and there are some people in our area 
who think fundamentally what we are doing is wrong. They would like 
to see a very low density, low number of units’.   (Not true of OONF, 
our 2021 ‘contingency Plan B’ proposed ‘urban neighbourhood’ 
density up to 120 units/hectare in the event of HS2 cancellation).  



OPDC £50m Land Fund
“A £50m interest-free loan to finance land acquisition, 
infrastructure and enabling works – supporting delivery of 1,100 
homes by 2029”.  Part of Old Oak West Outline Business Case.

OPDC Board has delegated to its new Development, Investment 
and Sustainability Committee powers to approve expenditure up 
to £20m for investment decisions including site acquisition.

First acquisition is approved and very close to completion.  

Where might this and other sites be?

Item 4



Rail usage figures
Item 4.1



(2021)
Item 4.2 



Map on left is from OPDC Channel Gate Development 
Framework Principles.
Map above is site plan for Old Oak Wharf proposals on 
Lords site, across the canal from the Collective.
The Q2 ‘development site’ mapped by HS2 relates only 
to the western part (Atlas Road side) of what HS2 refer 
to Channel Gate site allocation No.26. Excludes 
Willesden Freight Terminal. 

Item 4.3 



Item 4.4 



Atlas Wharf (Pocket Living) consented 
scheme is for 457 residential units.  
Decision notice not yet issued and 
questions over fire safety/second 
staircases in lower block.

Old Oak Wharf (Lords site) at late pre-
app stage. Around 450 homes. 

Might Victoria Terrace site  
be that which OPDC is about to 
acquire?

Item 4.5 



Local Plan site allocations
Housing target for ‘Channel Gate’ site 
26 part of Old Oak West is 3,100 
spread over Years 1 – 20 (2018-38)
Atlas Wharf                       457 units
Old Oak Wharf 450 units

Land Fund agreement commits to 
1,100 new homes by 2029. 
Includes/excludes above?  

Item 4.6



Impact of Mayor’s 2nd staircase requirement
All planning applications which involve residential buildings over 30 
metres in height will need to be designed to provide two staircases 
before they are referred to us at Stage 2 for the Mayor’s decision.

Mayor of London February 2023

Whilst the pipeline of pre-applications and applications is very strong, and is 
the largest since OPDC’s inception, the need for second staircases in buildings 
over 30m in height, together with the on-going economic instability and time-
lags due to the Covid pandemic has led to a reduction in approvals and starts 
on site. As such it looks unlikely that OPDC will meet its targets in these areas 
this year. It is expected that this will be made up for in coming years. 

Emma Williamson – report to OPDC Board 9th March 2023

Item 5



Item 5.1



Item 5.2



Item 5.3 



Item 5.4



Item 
5.5



5-7 Park Royal Road

Proposals from Tiago Properties/Stay Club

33 storey building with 988 student units on ‘east’ site Block A

15 storey building with 83 residential units on ‘west’ site Block B.

Location is Park Royal West, and not North Acton

Added as a ‘tall buildings location’ very late in Local Plan process

First conversation between DP9 and OPD in February 2021

Yet does not appear in Local Plan table of site allocations

First features in OPDC documents May 2021, not in Exam Library

Item 6



6.1



6.2



OPDC -51 January 28th 2022

Park Royal West (new edit)
Outside of SIL, based on the 
residential development 
capacities proposed for Park 
Royal West, it is expected 
that tall buildings here will 
predominantly be in the 
range of 20 to 30 storeys. 
Tall building proposals will 
be considered against all 
relevant development plan 
policies and material 
considerations. 

Item 6.3 



Item 
6.4 



Barratts (London) at Cloister Corner

Site is outside OPDC boundary, across the A40 from North Acton.

Application is to be decided by Ealing Planning Committee Oct 
5th.  WARA attending as an objector.

OPDC submitted an objection, mainly on grounds of conflict with
London Plan Policy D9 and Ealing policies on building heights.

The site is not identified as a site for tall buildings.  Part of ‘green 
corridor’ in 2012/13 Ealing development plan.  

Item 7



Item 7.1 



Any other business

Contact details for OONF

www.oldoakneighbourhoodforum.org

www.facebook.com/OldOakNeighbourhood

email address for the forum is oonforum@gmail.com

http://www.oldoakneighbourhoodforum.org/
http://www.facebook.com/OldOakNeighbourhood
mailto:oonforum@gmail.com
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